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Rogers, J. W., R. E. Murphy, A. T. Stair Jr., J. C. Ulwick, K. D. Baker, and L. L. Jensen. 1973. "Rocket-borne sec or approximately 81 km on the downleg. Altitude was determined by ground-based tracking, and the error is less than 0.5 km. An aspect magnetometer was mounted perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the rocket and provided data on rocket roll rate (spin) as well as rocket cone angle relative to the earth's magnetic field. As was indicated by the magnetometer, the rocket achieved a relatively constant roll rate of 8 revolutions pe r second, and the precessional mo•ion (37-sec period) gave rise to a minimum-maximum look angle of Since the rate constant may be vibrationally dependent, an empirical relation for the vibrational quenching of OH was assumed.
The linear dependence of the rate constant on v must be small, since the reaction rate is very near gas kinetic [Kaufman, 1964] . After introducing (4) into the right side of (3), vibrational distributions were calculated for various atomic oxygen concentrations. These populations were incorporated into (2) to generate theoretical spectra, which were then integrated with the response of each data channel. 
